
This February, 1982, issue of Horizons is not"for sale"*in Persia, 
Ceylon, Sia", or Seventh Fando". It is volu~e 43, nu"ber 2*,**'"FAPA 
number Ip3, and whole number 168. Harry Warner, Jr., 423 Su""it 
Avexiue, Hagerstown, Maryland, 21740^. U.- S. A., does the typing, and 
the Coulsons do the rest.

-■ ' • ' • In the Beginning .

Tne Fantasy Amateur: I hope November polling catches on, although 
it*s regrettable that we w^re forced to rough it this year without 
the assistance of Peggy Bae’s annual index. I stiTl feel there are 
too "any categories each year, perhaps tending to "ake the task of 
voting see" i" posing enough to keep down.. participation a"*ong the
"©re faint-hearted FAPAns. Typographic Oceans: Every ti"e T read 
about the terrifying "Otor vehicle breakdowns which afflict "ost 
Tans,' T wq id er why they don’t adopt "y recently discovered cure for 
"echanical troubles. I was encountering'flat tires or starter fail
ure or so"e such trouble several tl"es annually. Two year's'ago, I 
decided I shouldn’t risk any longer another problem which "ight oc- 
o ary at a. ti~e and place which would create danger to -yself. So I 
joined the Auto Club, in order to be able to get help anywhere.
Fro-that day to this one, I haven’t had any difficulty with the car 
unless'you count the progressive decay of "y sparkplugs and their 
eventual decease, a situation which I allowed to build up knowingly 
so I wouldn’t waste even the-last feeble spark during the current 
need for energy conservation. ” Old age is helpful in'*a few "inor 
respects. For instance, I needn’t. snend all that extra "oney on the 
higher prided audiophile records. Fy hearing has deteriorated far 
enough to "ake the difference between th®" and standard records too 
insignificant-to bother about,..as far as "y perception of The sound
goes. Log Dave Fugge; I won’t repeat the co""ent of a famous act-, 
or who attended a show in which**all the great actors of the day in
eluding hi" were parodied by co"edians. He ventured the opinion 
tbat"he could have done a -ore realistic jotr hi"self. But I do 
clai" the belief that I wuuld have spelled "©"ento correctly^Floc. 
ci&; I nope' something ceres of thTs proposal to creat e no-frills 
worldcon. But worldcons are like'"any other national'.'institutions: 
once they overgrow, it’s al"ost i"possible to cut the" back to size 
and still survive. Newspapers, for instance: they’re in the. absurd 
condition today of costing less per copy than the publTsher pays 
for the paper required to print that copy. The ideal "Odern daily 
newspaper would contain four, or six pages of news $ .nothing, else, 
priced at whatever figure would provide an**attractive profit for the 
owners. But people are too accusto"ed to "onster newspapers which 
are sixty per cent advertising, thirty per cent non-news features, 
five-per cent unnewsy news, and* five per cent actual news. The 
public wo'-uld ignore.the very sa"e kind of four-pagers that were the 
size of "ost of the nation’s newspapers for "any decade's in the 
19th century. Big cities have grown t*O*o big: travel ti"e beco"es 
i"possi’ble, cri"inals accu"ulate in un"anageable quantities, no 
govern"ent depart"ent can cope with the co"plaintT fro" hundreds 
of thousands of residents, but when people begin "*<3ving out of a 
big city, as they’ve been doing for "any years in "any "etropolitan 
areas, the difficulties grow "ore acute for those left behind, not 
better. The principal difficulty with a back-to-baTics world-con, .I 
suspect, would be the budgeting ahd planning problems. What sort 
of relations could a worldcon co""ittee-..have with t e host notel if
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nobody had any idea how many persons would: show up for.the first 
worldcon of the new type? Should the committee for the worldcon in 
the following year plan for an old style or new style event? What 
happens if a thou sand.Stat Trek fans show up despite the announce
ments of no fringe programing or movies? ’’ ’ Meanwhile, I think 
Mike should think abouthp plying the same philosophy to fanzine pub
lishing. I enjoyed tremendously* The sensational issue of Energumen 
which cost”him so much time and -’Oney and labot. But I’d mUcb rath
er see-a smaller genzine published several times:a year by Mike -with 
fever pic tures and imperfect reproduction than one superzine every 
five years. Number Thirteen: I’ve always thought ’’feud” ought: to 
be considered a sacred fannish word, to be applied only to the mOSt 
frightening and violent extended fights between fans. A si-pie ar-, 
gument in an apa or an insulting remark can be the start of a feud,- 
not a feud unless the trouble grows to awesome proportions. It’s 
something like the -isuse of ’’hoax” in fando- to apply to several 
instances in which this or that fan wrote a letter or published a 
fanzine which contained a big lie. Lies aren’t hoaxes until they’re 
as extensive and laborious as the Joan Carr affair. Another Re-ark- 
abie Fanzine: There’s only one difficulty with this business of" 
communicating only to the"select few with the intelligence ho compre
hend the artist’s hidden meanings.; It spawns entirely too many un- 
taiented people who gain a reputation for genius because They signi
fy nothing' at such length thaT the arty-farty people assu-e there 
must be something tremendous implied-by the art work. ’’Vagueness is 
hot to be mistaken for suggestion,”’Joseph Jefferson wrote al-ost a 
century ago. He was thinking about' acting, not vrriting, but his ep
igram is still valid as Brandon and Spinrad both have proved to the 
unhypnotized consumers. Out of the Ped Forest: Saste^ife'supposed to 
Commemorate the resurrection of Christ, not Els death which is 
marked by Good Friday. The mobility of those two holidays in the 
modern calendar is supposed to be a legacy of when they were sched
uled to permit pilgrims to religious shrines to travel after dark by 
tne light .of the moon." I’ve already suggested in a newsp&per column 
that Christmas will"some day be switched to a date, in su—er north 
of tne Equator, so merchants won’t lose any"holi*day shopping .business 
to blizzards and unduly cold weather, as so^etbes happens jusVbU- 
fore December 25. The United States has changed the.holiday commem
orating the birth of George Washington for si-ilar reasons. ’’ Most 
street numbering syste-s in United States cities are based on two 
principal intersecting streets as a starting point. Tne first block: 
of any street intersecting with those two streets has buildings num 
bered 1 to 100 in the block closest to the key street, and the next 
block gets buildings number 101 to 200r*and so on. Tn the case of 
streets that don’t intersect with the. main ones, numbers are as
signed as if they extended that far. Tf the city is big enough to 
sprawl over a radius of three or four miles, fro— its center, a new 
subdivision in a suburb might have street's which begin nowhere and 
end nowhere., stretching: only two or three blocks, but they’ll get 
house numbers in the* thousands dCTe to their distance. fro^ the start
ing point of the numbering system. • This is a good-system Tn some 
ways*. "It helps a person to figure .out; how. far out an unfamiliar ad
dress may be if he’s looking-through listings of houses for rent. . 
If you’re driving in an' unfamiliar city and want to get th the busi
ness setion, you drive in whatever direction the house numbers grow, 
smaller and eventually youtjj^r get there. Unfortunately, the system 
isn’t adopted everywhere. Older .'parts of a city may retain house 
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numbers bestowed on so^'e other"'system before this'*-ethod went into 
use. There are problems in sowe suburban developments where streets 
writhe- and twist in all directions instead of running straight. In 
Manhattan, the borough oT New York CTty which attracts west tourists, 
east-west streets**are numbered systematically but north-west streets 
have**buildings numbered irrationally, requiring application of loga
rithms to. figure out which intersection a number on Fifth Avenue or 
Broadway is near. To wake the situation worse, in some entirely 
rural areas, postal authorities and planners have begun assigning 
numbers to persons on rural free delivery routes that stait at sere 
arbitrary high figure like 20,000 and are bestowed without exact 
consideration for^di stance. And you can’t be sure a city is a big 
one from the fact that someone’s address in Tt is 6,456 Main Avenue 
because it ray be a suburb of a neighboring metropolitan area*rrtlich 
has its own post office and a different name. ’’ I don’t**reme~ber 
a separate secretary and treasurer in :FAPA..’.s past. ,_.The na^e, was 
probably chosen for the office because it"**s descriptive of the dut
ies involved. It’s "ore convenient to combine the two offices in. 
one. when, an organization functions through the mails. Tht Bo*oks in 
My Life:.. I meant to follow John’s instructions and list my -ost re
cent acquisitions. But just recently I took the latest sta'ck from 
quarantine in the car to'the spare bedroom, they pro~ptly immersed 
in. the jumble "in which they found themselves, and now nobody tould 
possibly determine which is which. The quarantine results from the 
fact.that I acquire m0St books in second-hand condition. I leave 
them in the car a few weeks so the light will kill the' silverfish, 
the carbon monoxide from my rickety auto body will dispose of any 
larger .insects that might, lurk behind a spine, and there will be 
ti.me 'for~ahy’A>eggs or*"larvae' to ketch out. So Tar, this sytem has 
kept the spare bedrooms free from insect problems. ’’ I sort of ex
pected. a personal purge like the one John encountered, both last 
year and. this year, at the office where several employes have been, 
disposed of. I doubt if I would h&*ve fought? back as John did. I 
can’t* be .sure, but .I suspect, that my survTvai**oH the. payroll up to 
now means I’ll be. retained until I readh minimum retirement age at 
The end of this ye*a.r, unless I blow up to tire wrong person or begin 
misbehaving in scr-e other v’ay. Fantasy Commentator: These revela
tions about Robert Duncan Milne are fascinating and surprising. One 
tning should nave, been explained fully: was this Argonaut a purely 
local circulation publication, or did it sell conies over a wide .
area? I suppose there must be thousands of fantasy and science fic
tion stories buried..away in old files of newspapers’ published in the 
19th century all over the United States. Those I’m familiar with, 
the ones published in .t.his**area, frequently ran fiction regularly. _ 
Hagerstown area papers seem to have*‘*lifted their fiction from, other 
publications but bigger newspapers must have bought a lot of it from 
1 oral writers. ' ’’’ The fog index should have one ^ore factor, the. 
number of lines in the average paragraph. I can’t imagine why it is 
but the average reader seems unable to cone with long paragraphs.

if Steve Fabian’s statistics are correct, the use of cheap to 
refer, to pulp magazines as in' Cheap Thrills"*see~s less valid than 
ever.. (Has anyone studied cover prices from the pulp era? I be
lieve the .average pulp cost than the average slick during the 
1920s and ’30s.) -But. I don’t think the.per word**rate for fiction 
ha a risen as rapidly as inflation has pushed up most other forms of 
compensation for labor. ’’ I suspected that the Cavestown which 
was menpioned in.a previous installment of the White biography was 
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actually Cavetown, a s-all town eight or ten -lies fro- Hagerstown. 
So I did so-e snooping* *Shd sure enough,. I found The Willows where 

‘white spent so —any su——ers. It’s still known by that na—e and the 
present" owner is aware of tile author’s associati"o"n**with hisho-e, 
one.©.vet hi —} arid'iias a poe— by White about his —e—cries of the 
house' hangi ng fra—ed on a wall. .’’ I believe the old fondness of^ 
newspaper-en for alcoholic beverages has -itigated so-ewhat with the 
Passing of years. When I went to work for the local newspapers al
most four depades ago, several staff -e-bers were roaring drunks on 
a regular basis on the job and others exhibited less conspicuous . 
clues to having had too -uch.on a Working day. I see little of this 
a-ong the younger generation of reporters today and I hear fewer hor
ror stories about" news paper- en going to tile dogs via the bottle. It 
could res ult, fro- conversion to other foi-s of drugs and their use 
ondaysoff. Fanzine Fanatique; It’s curious how two different in
tentions produce si—ilar results. Keith co—plains about Star Trek 
fanzines with too high prices. Fro- what I know of that subfando-, 
those zines are produced with the intention of acquiring tkelargest 
possible circulations. Yet there are a few publishers in — ainstrea— 
fanzine fandom who ask an exaggerated price for a s-all. fanzine* for 
the sole purpose of keeping down circulation, overcharging so -ost 
copies will go to fans the' editor'Wants to have his publication 
rather than*’*the unknowns who are -ost apt to obtain fanzines by pay
ing for the-. Hawai’i: A while back a few fans toyed with the con
cept.-tnat .all fans are related to one another through a couple of 
ancestors quite a few generations back. There nave been quite a few 
instances.of people encountering’“one' another in fando- only to dis
cover a. distant coukinship or so-e non-blood ties. Staggerwing: In 
theory I think a bi-onthljr'apa would be a. good one, because of quick
er resrcase-via —ailing co—ents and less**inclination to put off the 
start of work oh. a". fanzine for the next -aTling than when the —ail- 
I’ngs e-erge .only But six FA PA -ailings per year ^o^ld
-ean next to no. tl-e between receipt of a bundle aUd the deadline 
for.publishing so-ething for the next -ailing, if -ailings continued 
to go out two or three weeks late. It’s ha rd""enough, now for -e to 
read through a -ailing and cut stencils in ti-e to give the Coulsons 
a fair,a-ount of ' leeway on their production work. ” Cause and ei- 
fect -Ight work both way's when so -any persons die within"a year of 
retire-ent... Retire-ent -ight have a bad effect on -any e-ployes 
health. On the. other hand, lots of people decide to retire because 
tneir health has been deteriorating badly enough to -ake it hard.to 
hold the job any longer. ” The local newspapers’ files were -ic- 
rofil-ed about a quarter-century ago. I don’t notice any serious 
deterioration in the .-condition of"the olde*st-icrofil-s. So-e have 
suffered tears that -ight result -ore fro- -isuse than fro- changes 
in their physical-condition. About fifteen years "ago toe fif- that 
does the -icrofil-ing started to use a thinner fil- which seXX 
flexible, and less readily da-aged than the- older ones .did.
new copies, can be ordered a*t any ti-e fro- the original -icroiil-s, 
deterioration wouldn’t see-*"to be a serious problem.-■ Tne.;photogiaph- 
ic image itself doesn’t see- tothaiige at all and tne life, expectancy 
of.any black and white fll-’s i-age is.kxtre-ely long,. co-pared to 
the few years after which any color fil-. or print other than Koda- 
enro-e will fade or. change hue. Even Kodachro-e lives only a few . 
decades. 1,7ad Scientist ’ s Digest: I don- t know now long iVwoul 
take -e to produce a genzine nowadays. Nor-ally I get the Horizons 
stencils cut over a period of five or six evenings and it takes an
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other evening or two to glance 'o'ver the-"" and correct any '■mistake 
which is. bad enough to distort meaning. I. have, great difficulty 
reading typed stencils with this ailing pair of eyes and I don’t 
think I could do a good'’proofreading job nowadays even if I felt 
like it. I could type wore stencils in an evening in the sense that 
I don’t. tire of the. brainwork involved. But 'after a couple hours, at 
the typewriter, my hack starts aching and normally only four or five 
stencils' e~erge"from that ti-e period. Naturally, a genzine would 
require -ore ti-e because I wouldn’t do everything on stencil asha . 
first draft, the barbarian practice which I inflict on the* Horizons 
stencils. ’’ .1 had the 'Same hospital experience befort my opera- . 
tion eleven years ago, a memory blank between being in ^y room 'a'nd 
waking, after the''surge*on had".done his work. I don’t know if some
thing they gave in. my Too*' knocked me out before they took to 
the operating room or if «y ",ernory decided to censor the anesthesia 
process.’' Philosophical Gas: United States politicians usedrto be 
as"infor~al as John frangsund found Sir John Gorton. Within -y life
time, the wife of a United States 'President-used to get on a bus to 
ride to a nrivate school about 15 miles fro” Hagerstown "where their 
son was-studying. A bit earlier in khis: century, -a for-hr Hagers- . 
town newspaper editor who was then employed by the Baltimore Sun raid 
a visit to another-President in the White House, talked for a long 
time, and wrote nothing about his visit except an editorial on onb 
of the matters they discussed. ’’ Rubik’s Cube has joined the im
pressive list of -Odem fads which I haven’t experienced. It’s' 
right up there with eating at McDonald’s, attending a drTve-in "ovie, 
and owning a calculator. John’s‘*list of favorite 'Composers see™s 
inf luenced. by . a preference for instrumental over vocal music. I. can’t 
account otherwise for the omission of people like Wolf and Verdi, or 
toe sixth-rat er category: given to Thlestrina, Faure, and one or two 
others best known for composing, for the voice. John hhs enough re
spectable company in iiis admiration for Schoenberg to ""ake — e real
ize that his music ^ust be better tian it sounds. Cognate: I 
thought only baseball players tore their rotator cuffs. I’m re- . 
lioved to learn that Rosemary seems to be /getting well^... because, it . 
is.a mishap that usually means the end b'f"a pitcher’s career. . ”._I 
enjoyed the'.'little essays by the Mensa members, although it’s obvi
ous- that atmospheric intelligence doesn’t guarantee skill in writing. 
Stawgn: I don’t think I could endure a con if"T shared r'y room'with 
someone else. No matter how compatible -the '.rom-ate might be,-I get 
too tired of fans tv.ro or three times each day during, a con weekend 
and I feel the’.'imperhtiv.e necessity to get. away from all of.them for 
a halfhour in wy room in order to recharge endurance batteries or 
something. Moonshine: Len’s word picture"of Al Ashley is"particular- 
ly interesting in this installment of the memoirs. Al see"S neatly 
poised in -characteristics in Len’s description"bet’- een the near- . 
sunerman im-oressipn he gave to"one who knew' him only by his fanac in 
the Battle Creek- era, and"the mongoloid bungler image which.Burbee 
end Laney fixed up for him. I wonder if his incessant talking could 
have been a result of his taxi-driving occupation. Taxi' drivers 
used to share with barbers the reputation of being the most obsessive 
talkers around the middle of this century. It’s also nice to see 
kind words for ’/alter J. Daugherty and his projects. "Gpysy: The con 
-trip report was in the old tradition and it was velco-e fortthat reas
on, even if it was late. I ^pish it had been longer. VginQmoinen: . 
Did any of tae seers who used to be written up in tabloids for.their 
predictions of the future, twenty years or so ago, foresee a situa-
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tion by 1981 which would cause every four-letter word to become ac
ceptable except "girl1’? ’ ' Jitterbugs thrived**during the swing era 
in popular ^usic. They apparently got their na™e because of the 
frantic gyrations they irrdulged**iir when they danced to The livelier, 
bands of the hay. I see" to re"e"ber the jitterbug ter"**being ap
plied to .the ore extraverted youngsters of the ti"e no matter what 
they happened to be doing, not just to the" when they danced. Hori- 
zons'i* Apologies are in order for the second consecutive issue with 
a lawe ." on this typewriter. I intended to get it repaired and kept 
putting 6ff the task, "ainly because this typewriter is so heavy and 
it’s normally such a long walk between the nearest available parking 
space .-and the Underwood agency in. Hagerstown. ’’ After writing“*the 
Dickens article an explanation for his ’’"agio reel” occurred to "e. 
He."ight have been thinking of the artists who. painted a long series 
of illustrations.on so”e substance which was sewed together to per
mit wrapping around a pole at either end and was displayed by unroll
ing one 'end'while the other was being rolled up, to impart an illus
ion of. ”ove”ent for. illustrations, to a travel talk or so-ething of 
that. ..sort. The Rabbling Fap: The listing of FA PA officials since 
.1949 is quite educational. I hadn’t realized, for instance, it’s 
been a dozen straight years of a west coast official editor. My ap
pearance under the three ot'her office headings TewinUs "e how I’ve 
long- thought I. should become official editor so~e ti"e. I’ve put- the 
holders’of that, office to so «uch work that it’s only fair I should 
assume the labors for a while,, and it’s one of the few FAPA activit
ies' I haven’t, experienced over. the. years .(being on the*'*waiting list 
is the only other one I’ve "is.sed',; I believe). But I-’"**reluctant to 
take the responsibility unless sere day another FAPA "e"ber should 
live in Hagerstown or so close that help would be available in case 
something prevented me fro" getting out a "ailing. There is the addi
tional problem that the February "ailing* should go out when Hagers
town is "O.st likely to be suffering fro" ice and snow, and parking 
near the post office in those conditions is usually a night"are.
The: Devil’s Pork: So"ewliere on the attic is a novel written proba
bly in the 1930s,- Sugar in tne Air, which I think would''qualify as 
depicting**a scientist realistically*.' But I can’t re~e~ber the au
thor’s na—e. E. C. Large co-es to "ind in connection with the book 
but it’s .accompanied by a'*pulsating asterisk which**warns "e that it 
probably isn’t right. Da"balla: I hope it was a "alevolent after
effect of bis illness that caused Chuck to type that threat halfway 
down .page 2. It’s a dangerous utterance, the way things are going in 
the world- and nation, particularly if federal authorities have access 
-to FAPA "ailings. ’’ If ther.e’n no such reptile as a swa"P adder, 
the Oxford English Dictionary compilers -list believe A.. Conan Doyle 
ratner than reality. The crittur is- listed there vdth a reference to 
the Sherlock Holies story. ” Here’s a prob'le" that I usually en- . 
counter at least once ,or twice in each FAPA "ailing: an apparently 
Incomplete FAPAzine which "ay be that way in all copies or only in 
"ine. My copy of DawbalTa lacks the splendid Hunt cover and-I’d ** 
like to see it if it is. "iosing only fro" "y copy rather than fro" 
all copies. I have the sa"e . difficulty with Philosophical-Gas this ■ 
ti"e: one side of one -page is blank,. John refers to having discarded 
one* stencil, but my copy has nothing between cages .635 and 639*,* so 
I’"**uncerta in if all copies are like that. "Synapse; It’s a: computer 
terminal, 'not ’ a word processor, on which I’" supposed to space only 
once, after a. sentence. The one space, has nothing to do with it's 
electronics but with the printing industry convention that normally 



leaves the sa~e a~ount of .space between ,tvro. words, whether within a 
sentence or following a period. I don’t know-how the* convention of 
double spacing began for typists. But I re~e™ber so-’e oldtime fans 
who got scoldings for ignoring it ’ in their fanzines. ’ ’ Isn't it 
irrational*’*for Jack to find sixteen fallacies, non sequiturs*;* and 
errors in my opinion on how the universe began, then to ask m6 for 
an opinion on Russian domination? I know nothing about Russia but I 
think.I have as ^uch experience with the universe as the next person. 
In fact, I was te-pted to point cut in these co—ents that it was 
John Huston who was director of Treasure of the Sierra l.’adre. But if 
I’d been that rash, Jack would have cited three legal authorities, 
two schools of philosophy, and a long passage in Aristotle to back up 
his claim’ that Halter Huston was director. I often wi*Sh*'I had an ed
ucation.’ Deep Structure; John Keel isn’t anyone I re-e~ber in fan- 
do^ during the 1940s. The Fanzine Index fails to list anything 
called The Lunarite. Maybe he wh*s one of the Sllaverites who had lit
tle or no contact with the fandom' I was in, or maybe he was one of 
those people who exaggerate their past to gain the pioneer reputation.

If people*Who wear hats are bad drivers, there should have been a 
major improvement in the highway accident rate, the number of arrests 
on driving charges, and a lowering of insurance costs after the bare
headed trend swept the nation toward the mid die of this century. I 
'don’t tnink statistics will show‘such changes. I wear a hat outdoors 
most of the time and I’ll match my driving record against the unhat
ted. The only real difference in the hat habit is the fact that so-’e 
of us have the common s*ense to recognize that a hat keeps you’cooler 
in hot weather and warmer in cold weather, in addition to protecting 
against ’ the sun’ s**glare. Lofgeornost; I doubt if lying about the 
contents of FAPA "mailings to postal authorities would be practical, 
even if it ’.\re -orally acceptable. An official edit'dr who presented 
postal workers with B’S large identical bundles, each marked as a manu
script, would be automatically- suspected. ’*’* Two Hugos for fanzines 
divided at an arbitrary point into big and small circulation publica
tions would also cause trouble. How could the worldcon committee 
verify an editor’s claim that his circulation averages 590 intend of . 
600 if 600 ’ore the dividing point? Much easier to verify would be 
division into fanzines whose circulation is wore than 50 per*“cent 
paid Snd those with less than 50 per cent paid circulation: most fan- 
nines are quickly identifiable as those that are mainly given away or 
mainly sold and very few"*would be doubtful cases. Phantasy Press: I 
have been trying to remember details and can’t, but I seem to recall 
someone long ago having mef-Percy Wilkinson and identifying him as 
real, not a Dale Hart pennam-e. ” I like the paragraphs about old 
prozine letters. As I’ve lamented**frequently in the past, the reader 
sections of the pro’zines are the mOst neglected area of fa*n history 
and there’s an enormous wealth of information as well as amuse-ent to 
he found in them.• i had several reasons for skipping the matter in 
my fan history books (uncertainty about where to get the right to^ 
quote, inaccessibility.of some prozines, and the already too thick 
manuscripts I was creating) but I 'should have covered the topic any
way.*' Yhos: Retired educators see- to have considerable difficulty 
assuming that new posture.. A former high'school teacher in Hagers
town enrolled this fall in a course in ’computers at the local junior, 
college. He is C2 and thinks he*’*might want' to get- into that. fi'eld, so 
he’s boning up on it. *'*’’ The '’message from the stars” ’-akes mg real
ize how consistent I am in ”’y stupidity. I have a vague notion it 
might symbolize everything from an atom’s structure to a spiral nebu
la. -3540- ••



■ '■ ' - The Worst of Martin .

■ Here Today h*nd... .
...being a- cumulatTve historical document covering our hero’s past 
and more recent ratifications..*. . -.

Modulate to a ’’Winkle” yawn. *“•
• WhatJ 1945.’ Why-tile last tine any agitation issued from me 

was during 1939. Today ”Ust be -y Groundhog Day. “ .
• Those cobwebs? Well, there may be telling strands on my aj . .

^ail, but there a^n’t no gray threads on me—’ceptin’ in -y hair. • 
But that’s a saga to be related.... ”, ” _

True: That is an unenviable stack of ~usty spelling unanswered 
tail. Made an estimate so-e -months ago: 78 letters fro" 52 ^e^tB’rs. 
Tanned with-age they are, and forever forgotten. Got away frcr me 
for'.a week once. --The mounting stack fascinated-me. Never tried to 
put a dent in it.

■ No: It’s not gray. That’s dust on the press. It’s really 
painted green. I built the stand -yself. It’s^'.irown together with 
the craftsmanship of a cabinet -aker. I lanped rhe joints and dives, 
screwedytattooed and stewe&4$ it in varnish. Sturdy little thing. 
I do admit that during the past fiscal year (silent cress days) 
there has been a decrease in the number of disturbances on the local 
seismograph. " •

Neel how s-ooth the finish. ■
See how sturdy?
Ah’”
Termites, no doubt. ■

. Let’s place the press on that bench and dash off a petit papier 
for Auld Lang”Syne.

- This is my type barrel. Type is kept in a barrel to facilitate 
distribution. ” ” ■

I’ve prosecuted the compilation of a format with disturbing ir
regularity before tills: co™plete a~ page or two and then toss the .en
tire mess out. Tiie"prose work co-es easy during ’’spare” Hours. 
Maybe l”’d better -ideograph? .

Admitted! For one who used to print like Hell to become Hell 
of a printer and mimeograph i*S truly retrogression. - Ah.’ But then, 
after the die is cast, I have many and involved explanations....

It is written that the associations' will subStl'tute the word 
"Miveugraph” for ’’Press” in their cogno-ens. Grim my grin: j shall 
grit my last two teeth and not contribute to this deplorable dusk.

” . Colophon ” . .. - . **
being a spasmodic and vernal avocational embroidery of facts, dreams 
and aberrations of one Edgar Allan Martin: printed for him. »gat the 
signe of the Lycanthrophy Presse (who necessitates, new rollers and 
such) and Crushed Wood Cuts, at 56 Newton St., Hartford, Conn., where 
the latch string was purged with for-al invitations: and this edi- 
tione could not be sans the Devil assistance-of one wife, . Mary Made
leine Suzanne LeFoll Favreau who approximates ah eighteenth .of. a ton 
and a quarter-century, and shews cheering abilities as type distrib
utor. ..and. Janine—Janine spreads ink. - ......... .

Post Serint .
Ah’ So true. . .type distributor. . .But then ’’Hello. ” Self introduction 
of the cause, the reason, the what-all. My fault that it has been so 
long since a contribution frow said Edgar A. • _ .
- S’been nice meeting you-all, so long.--Madeleine. ■ ■ .

(From the Spring, 1945, issue of Sayric) 
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Catching Up with Today

"I’m chronically behindhand on -ost of -y activities. I haven’t 
caught up with loc -iftitiiig for a couple of decades, I have tottering 
stacks of booKs and -agazines unread in the spare bedroo-s, I’ve been 
buyTng used records faster than I can get properly acquainted with 
the’", I haven’t watched any of the nevi season’s television series, 
and I haven’t learned yet to enjoy pizzas. So it isn’t surprising 
that several acquisitions in 1981 were a trigger surprise to —e than 
they are to the on-tlieir-toes people who -ade their acquaintance 
right away. - . _

Another proble— is thatr I can still get starry-eyed over nevi . 
creations of science which — ost“people take lackadaisically. . A. pri-e 
bxa-ple is how I’ve reacted to -y new VCR. Both the -undanes**within 
my ‘orbit and fans see™ to -have Accepted video recording equipment 
cal-ly as an inevitable development which should be asha-ed of it
self for not co—ing sooner. I’— naive enough to feel a -assive out
break of —y sense of woilder which still hasn’t subdided, several.
—onths after acquiring -y first Video cassette recorder.

It isn’t as if it were an“i—pulse purchase which^startled —e. 
I’d wanted a VCR for a Tongti-e and I kept putting off t^e decision 
to buy one for what see-ed Tike good reasons: nobody coulb predict 
whether the VHS or Beta for-at will triu-ph, every audio -agazine 
contained in its latest issue a news flash~*about an additional fea
ture which VCRs would acquire in the next -onth or two, there were 
periodical reports theft . the television industry would.find a way to 
prevent VCR users fro- taping progra-s dff the air, litigation was 
in progress which could conceivably stop tile sale of cassettes, arid 
one" fir- was predicting a video disc syste- which would per-it np*-e 
recording in addition to playback. SO I was torn between ti-e co—o 
sense i-pulse to.wait a while longer until the field settled down an 
the irretrievable loss of opportunity to tapb things on television 
which -ight never again beco-b"‘available’ to -*e.

Eventually, late, this su— er, I ca-e to -y senses.
that I sti21 wouldn’t own an audio tape recorder if I d. waited until 
the industry settled on one- speed and width of tape and reel VP®’ 
Desoite the darker that I -ight. choose a VCR destined to be obsolet 
within a few years, I reasoned that by then, I should have a g°<V 
sized collection of’ftapes and there would be .plenty of other* owners 
of -y type of equip-ent With who- I could trade ..or purchase -ore 
tapes-, just as the 78 rp- record has been dead in the co--ercial 
sense for three decades but still is readily available in secondh n 
sources and turntables, revolving at that speed are still -anulac- 
tuned. So I starved looking at VCRs in local stores. I. was startled 
at the poor sa les-an shin r found in severa‘1 establish-ents. Av two 
stores, the clerk didn’t even offer to de-onstrafe. One sales-alf 
see-ed shocked when I suggested I -Tght prefer a -ore extensive -Odel 
than the o.ne he was trying to sell -e. At another place, the. cl rk 
nut into thH VCR a.cassette which gave terribly inconsistent results, 
ranging fro- good to unwatchable. But finally I swung around to 
decision that I preferred-So-ething in the VKS syste-. It is report
edly outselling the Beta -achines by a fair -argiif, the way the tape 
Ts-wrapped around, its innards is so-ewhat.less co-nlicated which should 

f -ean less strain-on the tape and fewer things to go v7rong, an -
cos"t of tape per hour of recording is slightly less. final.y a- 
ho-e with a Beta-type VCR despite all that reasoning. The thing that 
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inspired this perversitywaS" my belief that ■ the-Beta machines Pee™ 
to ‘give virtually the-sa-e result at either speed. I foresaw myself 
taping everything m a VIIS VCR at the fast speed for a beTter pic
ture, resulting in more expense and fewer hours of program per cas
sette.' Understand, this is my personal reaction which may be caused 
by my less than perfect -vision or*"the idiosyncraci'ea of the particu
lar-models I watched and I don’t mean it as a recommendation for any 
other potential purchasers to go and ho likewise. ■

"It wasn’t until I got the VCR ho~e that the sense of wonder over 
it emerged in full force. One thing I still can’t get used to is the 
simplicity of‘its operation. No meters to watch, no levels to set, 
no-.'controls to adjust according to the type of tape in use, no A and 
B tracks to keep in mind, no paper leader**to be careful you don’t 
try to record on, no confusing jumble of many wires going into and 
out of a long row of jacks. Heaven help us, you don’t even*'*need to 
set the .right speed for playback because the machinery automatically 
"sets its own speed according to what Is recorded. Even harder for 
me" to accept is how much recording time is available from such a 
small hunk of tape. I look at a partly recorded.cassette.and the 
amount which is visible on the feed reel looks as if it’ll run out . 
Tn ten. minutes or so, but it lasts for a couple of hours. I also 
marvel at the price structure for VCRs. They’re admittedly expens
ive. But they cost perhaps two or three per cent of the price of a 
professicnal quality open reel video tape recorder meant ftJr studio 
use. You don’t get professional quality recordings on them, of 
course. - But a good audio tape deck m&y cost twenty or thirty' per 
cent of the price of professional-quality audio tape equipment.
-* ■ Instead of following my usual policy of buying name brand equip
ment, I chose a Sears VCR. The results looked**as good to*"me as the 
VCRs sold under their makers' names, the Sears models are made by 
Sanyo which is a reputable firm, and the chances of getting continu
ing service on a VCR in a remote outpost of civilization like Hagers
town are better than if I bought from an independent store which 
might go out of business next year. I surprised myself**by getting 
the thing hooked up and operating, properly the first tre I tried 
with’Tio need to call back for advice, and up to now I, haven’t had to 
use-my three-year service warranty;* The only trouble I’ve had with 
the VCR (excent an indirect problem i’n ten about later on) has 
been to conquer my.natural urge to tape everything I see listed in 
TV Guide. Up to now, I’ve ~anagcd to hold down my cassette purchases 
by: taping mostly"things which aren’t sure to be repeated on the-, tube 
within my--lifetime; a few favorite series which are now in syndica
ption and may vanish completely in a year.or two, plus anything which 
is blessed by the presence of two of my obsessions, Ki" Darby and 
Julie Andrews. Curiously, I find.myself not taping'what I’d thought 
'beforehand I’d surely want, the Metropolitan Opera telecasts. I de
cided the superimposed lettering with translations of the things be- 

• ing sung are too distracting. My biggest coup so far, I.stlnpose, has 
been six or seven of the feature-length Laurel & Hardy films, which

-by good fortune a Washington channel began*‘running weekly as Poon as 
I bought*"the*"VCR. . Tney were aired at a time when I wasn’t home so I 
have, them complete with"*com-erci.al*s. But an~*unsung Virtue of the 
VCR.is the.way it's automatic volume control mechanism reduces~“the 
sound of the commercials to that of the non-com-ercial programming.

My guilt complex, which I’ve explained, in Horizons, has remained 
cooperative for VCR tapings. I feel there’s no moral or legal dif
ference between my taping a television program off the air for my own 
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use and my purchase of a used book at a second-hand store or yard 
sale. In neither instance .does my action add**to th‘b profit of the 
creator. But the book publisher got the income from the original 
sale of the book and doesn’t try to ‘Control what happens to it after 
that. The television industry gets money in one way or another from 
everything it.puts on the air and shouldn’t be concerned with my per
sonal- use- of what Tt sends out. The used book will probably be shop
worn, the binding my be sha£y, and I can exnect a page to be torn or 
so-e dogeared, penalties I accept for not paying t-.e full price for a 
new copy. The VCR tape I create won’t be as detailed as the telecast 
appeared on my television screen"'due to the limitations of the ma
chine, there will probably be so^e electrical interference, and it’s 
impossible to do a perfect ‘Job of e limiting commercials or other 
interruptions i.. the program'because the VCR pause control doesn’t, 
have the instantaneous effect of its audio tape recorder counterpart 
and the video“cassette tape can’t be spliced. So J‘ust like the book 
situation, I’m getting an inferior product for my "Oney.

This brings me to my -ain complaint’"about video recordings: the 
prices asked for pre-recorded tapes. Almost all of them are‘m‘ade 
from tnings that have already existed for other purposes: commercial . 
movies made for the theater, old television programs, athletic events 
which sold admission tickets and TV rights, and so 0"n. But-a pre
recorded video cassette costs perhaps four or five times as much as 
tiie-cost of an equivalent amount of blank tape. A pre-recorded audio 
cassette is almost always something that was created-specifically for 
Ip and cassette and eight-track purposes and- its price is usually 
about twice the cost of first-rate blank tape. Right here, I think, 
is- the real reason most VCR-‘Owners aren’t .buying pre-recorc.ed tapes 
and why the video disc equipment has'flopped so spectacularly. If I 
could buy a movie pre-recorded bn a video'cassette for twice the 
amount I’d pay for the blank" "tape “torecord Tt myself, I’d buy-the . 
pre-recording for its freedom from all the imperfections which result 
from recording off the air. But I won’t- pay the prices that are be
ing" asked for films and other things which have already been highly 
profitable in many previous' ways before they went onto video tape.

" Incidentally, I’ve suffered from one problem since acquiring the 
VCR which I’ve never heard any other owne*r admit. It’o sitting atop 
the ;television“set where I can see if'fro^ the two rooms in Which I. 
spend most of my waking hours when I’m home, I’m using it almost daily 
and-yet I Occasionally forget about it. Twp or three times, I’ve 
turned off the television in the mtggpe of. ar late -ovie because I 
couldn’t lose any more sleep"," thinking wistfully how nice it Would be 
to enjoy the rest of the- film, without realizing all I needed to do 
was insert a cassette and press a Couple of buttons <$n the VCR so I 
could see the remainder of the film the next day. There haven’t been 
just two or three instances where I”h?.d a terrible struggle deciding 
which of two simultaneous TV programs I really wanted? to watch. It’s 
apparently a heritage of the conditioned reflex which I’d developed in 
the more than twenty years T’ve-had television in the house, that" any
thing on the tube-Was here to-day and gone tomorrow unTess by some 
chance it should- someday be rerun. I still can’t automatically react 
to the fact that telecasts can now be preserved, even though I know ... 
it pretty well by now. And right n'ere, T think, is the important thing 
about VCRs, the reason why they’re "iich "ore important than they’re . 
given credit for being. A television set with no capability of re
cording what it offers is like attending school v-ith only a slate, no 
books or paper and pencil for copious note-taking. I think ownership
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of VCRs by ~ost people who watch television an'd their intelligent 
use could force the broadcasting industry to improve its offerings 
eventually.” " ■

One simple example of what I ™Ean involves newscasts. They’re 
preposterously vague, slanted, and misleading on the national net
works and considerably $’worse on local newscasts. But you don’t 
recognize the full extent of their awfulness when you’re watching 
and listening to them as they co”>e over your television set, because 
most of your attention is occupied by the need to absorb the general 
gist of what, you’re hearing and seeing. If you video tape a news- *“ 
cast-j and play it back several times, you’ll be surprised at the num
ber'of examples of bad journalism you’ll detect, now that you’re 
able to concentrate on details rather than the overall substance. 
Notice how often the’announcer refers .to ’’sources” or ’’Democrats” or 
’’public reaction” ccm-pared to - the number of attributions to individ
uals identified by name, and you’ll realize how far rumor and media 
ideas have replaced specific sources as the basis for news. Watch 
the expression on the announcer’s face and the Ditch of his Voice as 
he refers to a president or baseball commissioner or anyone else in 
authority, and you’ll quickly understand how these innuendos can alt
er the impact of what he’s saying about them, not to mention the . 
probability that authority figures will be shown scowling oT in an . 
unflattering pose’ on the screen. Try to think about the semantic ' ' 
significance of. individual words used in a newscast. For instance’, 
almost always you’ll hear the announcer say that this or that group 
took ’’responsibility” or ’’credit” for a bo-ting or arsbn. You’ll . 
rarely hear him say that they took the ..’’blame""or claimed* "their 
’’guilt” for such things. ’When that happens time after time, the un- . 
wary listeners gradually are conditioned to consider terrorist activ
ities creditable and responsible behavior. .

It’s also instructive to watch an episode in a dra-atic?.§S^§?a 1 
times to find how many loose ends and . unexplained angles its‘plot 
suffers from. Most series scriptwriters apparently count on the 
ranidfire succession of events and the one-time viewing of the epi- . 
sode to prevent viewers from noticing what’s wrong. In all fairness, 
syndicated series reruns may be particularly bad .in this respect be
cause stuff has been cut fro'm them by local stations .so there ”111 be 
more time available for co-mercial messages than the episodes needed 
in prime* time when they'Vere new..-'* If you tape. a 'bas ’̂S.pball p~f foot
ball game, count the number of times the announcers use a commenda
tory superlative and reisafc’'.. the action associated with each'"use, to 
discover how many of those”superlatives are applied ’to the most rou
tine plays. Baseball announcers, fortunately, are ”ore realistic.

Maybe old age ls**one cause of wy greater delight in the VCR. I 
am old enough to remember when tfee only way. t$$ television industry 
could record its offerings’was the kinoscope. systep of making a con- , 
ventiona'l movie with tne camera pointed at a television tube. Ab ■ 
that time, there were authorities explaining the eno2T"Ous**problems 

-which blocked scientists from creating"a•video tape system analogous 
to the audio tape which had already come into genera I.use. Then when 
Television stations finally acquired.video tape equipment, the audio 
magazines explained to readers all the’reasons why video recorders 
for use in the home couldn’t be created for prices an average person, 
could afford: the tape would need to move so fast, the electronics 
would occupy half a living room, and- so on. 3o. the creation of VCRs 
in their present "form is as much a marvel: to me as was the Apollb 
urogram after so many years of reading scientific reasons why humans 
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couldn’t travel to the Toon with rocket oropulsion (their bodies 
couldn’t survive tne jolt involved in attaining escape velocity) and ' 
how radiation at certain points just outside Earth’s atmosphere 
would be fatal to any space travelers tough enough to stay iTT'one 
piece on the ’ray out, not to mention the impossibility of communicat
ing with people back home beyond the he avis id e levHl (this was before 
the Mera) and various other objections which seemed quite valid at 
one time. It’s enough to cause a fellow to hope the barriers to sol
ar pov/^r installations in outer space, a colony on the Koon, and other 
conveniences will turn out to be less serious than tne experts now 
clai’a. ** . *'*

** After several months of ownership, I*'*hhven’t maje use *of 
some of my VCR’s capabilities. It hah a memory feature Which I’m 
reluctant to operate regularly, lest my-Own faltering -e-ory circuit 
should suf f er "additional breakdowns from iack**of use. I haven’t put 
tne sound from the VCR through my audio equip-enV even though there 
is a jack for that purpose. But I do*'know that my VCR doesn’t pro
duce tile pumping effect with**its automatic level cTrcuitry that has 
bothered me uith some other models. I saw a ”iich mOre expensive one 
in operation at the* local junior College recently and I was appalled 
at the hiss that emerged every time a speaker hesitathd for even the 
briefest instant between words. I don’t feel in the mOod to buy a 
camera for the VCR. The cameras are frightfully expensive, the VCR 
is too heavy to**carry around conveniently*,* there’s no way* to create 
a good show from what I’d get with the ca~era without complTcatTed 
dubbing procedures with the help of another VCh, and it seems -ore 
sensible to buy a fairly gohd super-8 sound ca~era if I decide there 
are things going on around me that' I want to preserve. The way the 
industry is progressing*, this VCR w? 11 probably be obsoleted by im
provements and developments in the field within six years or so. By 
then I'll either be in no condition to use a VCR or ready to acquTre 
One of the new wonders which, I hope, will 'be able to edit out com
mercials when recording unattended a television show, will have a 
button which will prevent the laugh track from a sitcom from reaching 
the audio part of the tape, and will be able to record on ticker tape 
at a considerable saving to the user. **

It wasn't many weeks after I’d bought this "achine that I had a 
special sort of bad experience which rad c*o*me only once before, four
teen years earlier. I saw tne picture on my television set grow fuz
zy, lose contrast, and change from a positive to a**negative image.*'* I 
was pretty sure, even before I called the service mat, that the sa~e 
thing d Happened ia 1981 that I’d watched with dismay in 1967, the 
filial agonies of a "picture tube. As it turned out, I was right. I 
didn’t need ™uch time to decide wnat to do. "'The bill for a nW pic
ture tube, labor of installation, and adjustments of other components 
affected by the Grange would bo about $200. The TV set was fourteen 
years old and na*d been giving ~^e increasing trouble with burned out 
tubes and other maiadi*es the past two or three years. **A technician 
whom i trust; advised’me that the high voltage transformer in this 
particular make and model of TV sets has a habit of burning out after 
about ten years, so mine was overdue to go and replacement would be 
expensive. If I had the old set repaired, I would soon need to buy a 
converter Tor the extra channels which the local cable plans to pro
vide customers. The service ™an's call for the burned out tube would 
be free if I bought a**new set as a result. The store where he works 
was offering a free small black and White set with the purchase of a 
25-inch color console just then and I’d been planning to buy one of 
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those little TVs for watching channels not available on-the cable and 
as a backup when the big set goes blooie. -"I’d also save a few bucks 
each year on *y electricity bill, because''-odera transistorized TVs 
coaSUvo much lens power than old tube "odel.

” So this time I didn’t shop around, instead going back to the 
place which had sold -y old set to ™e fourteen years ago. The only 
change I. could see there was slightly older appearance of* the couple 
v/np ..run it and. the acquisition of a dog tiia't growled at "© until re
alizing that I was a customer, not just someone who would look around 
without buying. All I needed to do was decide which 25-inch console 
I wanted, fc'aybe it would be “Ore sensible"to use a smaller one for a 
house whereI normally watch alone, but I’m—used to a big one. At 
this point .1 encountered once again a phenomenon which might'be local 
or national, for all I know. I have long felt that hardly anyone in 
Hagerstown, adjusts the television set properly for the best picture. 
I like a television picture which follows the guidelines for a good 
photographic print. There should be a long range of tonal contrast, 
fro" the.lightest to darkest areas, but details should be visible in 
both-highlights and shadowed areas. The blacks should not be greyish 
black, but coal black. Faces should not consist of eyeballs and nos
tril apertures in~~a blefix surroundings. The picture shouldn’t Itok 
as if it were submerged"'in dirty dishwater. But almost every tto-e I 
enter and every television set I see running in a store shows m© a 
different sort of television cloture, with the contrast control set 
too- low and the brightness control turned up too high. I can’t re
member if someone told "© or if r read It, but the only explanation 
of this habit which has reached me claimed it’s a useless survival 
fro" tne earliest years of television, when dealers and net owners 
adjusted their set s for this kind , of picture to hide as ’~uch as ' pos
sible tile fierce a-ount of snow and electrical interference that pre
vailed before transmitters, sets and antennas be'dam© "ore powerful. 
The store I was visiting was following the custom (I don’t watch tel
evision when .I goto other areas'so I don't know if it's that way 
everywhere) and I discovered something else. After I eliminated all 
but two models fro" ’consideration, p looked-at their screens. They 
were tuned to the sa^e channel, the contrast and brightness were' just 
about the same on both sets, and the clerk thought I-should buy the 
cheaper'one if I didn’t "Ind turning a channel selector instead of 
having a pushbutton system of.changing channels. But the faces on 
tne soap opera'’characters on the screen of the cheaper set were per
fectly uniform in appearance in tne fully lit areas and in thb' shadow 
areas they were gray with little or no color visible; on the more ex
pensive set, you could see gradations in skin tone between the fore
heads and the cheeks and the color of the skin was clearly visible 
where shadowed. I pointed this out to the clerk and she just couldn’t 
see. it. I'y vision is worse tian average so.it couldn’t have been ny 
physical abilities that caused me to notice the superior nature of 
the mOre expensive set’s picture. I bought that one. ' ^hsn we went 
to the office to settle, up, I was touched by the1 dog's co~ing to me, 
lying down . at . my feet, and putting its heal on my shoe. It wasn't 
until I was out on t he street, walking to my car,"that-I noticed he 
had eaten part of one of wy 'shoes. . ■ — '

..This new television set doesn’t represent the quantum leap in 
scientific winders that the VCR does, since it’s an improvement on 
something P’" familiar, with, not an entirely new toy for Never
theless, the old sense of wonder got -ore exercise when.it was deliv
ered. After I’d adjusted the controls to provide the kind of picture 
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I prefer, I was greatly impressed by Its quality. It’s hard tcroo— 
pare a present impression with the memory of~*how something was -more 
than a decade earlier, but I don’t re^e^ber «y old set as having done 
nearly as well when it was new. The new set has automatic"'fine tun
ing,- a godsend for a person who has suf fered*’*for years fro*” a set 
■whose increasing age resulted in a need for manually changing the 
fine tuning after it warded up. I was less ecstatic when"! discov
ered there’s no horizontal hold control, but the service ”ari:!told m6 
it’s no-longer needed and so far he has been correct. l*y ears are 
acco~hanying wy eyes in the. gradual descent in operating"condition, 
so it "was nice to discover that the new set can produce mUCh greater 
volume of 'Sound than the old one did. It’s convenient to be able, to 
change fro^ one channel to another without running through those in
between the two. And perhaps the strangest thing about all this is 
tne fact that latge television sets hsvsn’t followed the inflationary 
trend like ~ost merchandise. If I remember correctly, I paid about 
thirty per cent mOre for this set tian I did for the old one, an in
flation rate of about Two ner cent per year without taking into con
sideration the improvements in technology.

. But not everything is perfect Tn anything~*in this imperfect 
world. One other control which is -issing from the new set should 
be there, 'a tone "Control. I know that the television industry U'es 
only the ”O^t primitive type of tone controls which do nothing but 
chop off so"me pf tne highs if rotated to the""'’bass''""position".— But 
even this much of a control is useful for taming some programming ... 
which is particularly shrill. Maybe I'll set'tke eventually Tor play-, 
ing tne television with the sound coding fro™, my audio.equipment. A 
less serious ’"atter is the "'’automatic light sensor" which, according 
to the instructions that'came with the set is ”,eant. "to give you a 
pleasing picture under varying light conditions." This ti'ny eye in 
the cabinet’s front can be a nuisance under certain circumstances be
cause the picture changes'Too noticeably in daytime if the^s'un. keeps 
going behind clouds and emerging again,. and after dark. I. sU’-eti^es^ 
accidentally cause .the picture. to adjust itself by -oving wy arm or 
some other area of my anatomy into the direct path of the. beam from 
the floorlight. It would be. easy enough to fasten something opaque 
over the ^eusc.^ cell but it would be unsightly. There should be a 
switch to turn it off when- not-wanted. _ ■ _ . -

Unfortunately, I dassn’t be specific or detailed about one im
probable capability of the set. I' have only partial comprehension of 
the forces which are at work to create’The circumstances. But without 
doing anything illegal or inventing something, I’m. getting things on 
this set which the'oretically aren’t available Tn Hagerstown. I don t 
feel like saying more because’ the description might affect tHe situ
ation. That dealer in second-hand books at the nearby flea market 
whom I described at length in- Horizons never showed up again after 
that issue appeared and I’ve become superstitious. .

One other’much less expensive video-related purchase during this 
year can be safely axslained at length. Squirrels repeatedly broke 
the leadin wire from ~y rooftop antenna, forcing m6 to go to cable 
two ye'.rs ago. This gave m© better reception than previously on a 
couple of cuannels, and-a couple of satellite channels Which.can’t 
be picked up with a rooftop antenna. But -it also cost me ability to 
see some other channels'." In ”ost- cities, the cable gives customers 
everything they got from their own antenha and ”ore but it isn t that 
way in Hagerstown. A rooftop antenna aimed at a compromise direction 
between Baltimore and Washington will usually. provide a home with good 
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reception of. the""seven VHP stations in those cities, and fair to 
good pictures fro™ tv'o UH? stations there. Hagerstown’ s tv o UH? 
stations .have their transmitters in a different direction but they 
are close enough to be received on the sa™e antenna in ™ost""ho™es. 
If the antenna is equipped with a rotator, a half-dozen or -ore oth
er stations, can be. picked up, tne number depending on the height of 
the ,,ouse. and the lay .of the land in each particular location. But 
tne local cable .system is set up for only the dozen VHP channels. It 
gradually dropped some of those Baltimore stations so it could run 
via satellite an all-news channel and an all-sports channel, and it 
took over another channel for HBO’s subscription service. Thin has 
caused all sorts of problems. .It used to be possible to be al~ost 
"Certain of seeing any network progra™, because if "a station in Balti
more or Washington preempted it for other programming, it was avail
able on the network’s station in the other city. Some syndicated: 
series are shown only on stations which aren’t on the cable. So-e 
viewers got angry because they could no longer have the news or the 
weather:delivered by favorite local announcers. Just recently, the 
cable company announced plans to rewire the city and upgrade itself 
to a" do-channel operation by the end of 1983, which was why I wanted 
to make sure my new tv set would have built-in catUSi channels capa
bility,' "... '

But. ™*eanwhile, the worst th:’ng about the change fro™ antenna to 
cable for ™e was trie fact that tne Philadelphia Phillies’ games are 
carried on.channels which I could getWith the antenna but aren’t 
carried by the cable". The first summer I was on cable, the Phillips’ 
Sunday afternoon games were inserted where a Baltimore station norm
ally.appears on the cable,"tut picture and sound quality were abysmal 
and in*this m"ost recent summer, the cable didn’t offer any of the 
Phillies’ games.. . '

.. I knew there was no hope of being able to pick up the portion of 
the Phillids’ schedule whl'ch is telecast at night via a UHF'station 
about a. hundred ™iles fro™ here, without a first-rate rooftop anten
na. But I tl ought I might be able to get the Sunday afternoon games 
over a. VEF channel which I’d seen in use on several of. those tiny- 
portable sets with only ..rabbitears antenna. One day, I noticed in 
TV Guide a K Eart advertisement for an inexpensive antenna which is . 
considerably bigger than'the variety that sit atop the television**set 
but not as bulky as the rooftop type. I thought it ™Tght enable me 
to" Watch the Phillies on Sundays if I attached it to.™y tv set after 
removing the chble wires. But when I tried to purchase one at the 
local K. Mart, the . clerk was stem and implacable. pointed to the 
advertised antenna which was on display and advised ™e that he would 
not..sell it to. ™e or.anyone else because it wouldn’t be any use in 
Hagerstown, .for-any., stations except’the two local onen which you can 
get with nothing at all attached to your antenna terminals.- He was 
sending this particular one. back to headquarters so people would stop 
trying to buy it. I didn’t see a* lawyer or to™plain to my senator, 
but I wasn’t, convinced, I experimented -with ™y tv set,' taking off the 
cable connection and attaching an antediluvian set Uf rabbit ears I- ■ 
once used for an.K" radio, and also testing a medium-sized length.of . 
wire in various, positions. I couldn’t get a clear**picture • or undis
torted sound on., the Phillies’ VH$,; channel but I came, lose enough to 
decide I should gamble on the price, of an antenna which I could set . 
up inside the nouse. I tried to buy one like the K.Mart type at. sevr 
era! other, local.stores. . Wherever I went , I got the same rejection 
and tne-warning that it can’t be done in Hagerstown. There was. only
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one regaining subterfuge: I cheated. After being. indignantly reject
ed in ™y attempt to buy this sort of. antenna at the local Montgomery 
Ward store, I went to the catalog- order desk atrft gave the clerk in
structions on what I wanted from the 'spring-sum*” er Big Book. She 
acted for a while as if she were ready.to call higher authority, but 
finally she accepted -y order. A few. days' later the antenna arrived, 
and I . carri'ed it from the store with ™y ^ost innocent* "look on my 
face but my -ost severe . twinges of conscience in "any ’-oaths in my 
cortex, subconscious, superego, and assorted other places.

. My. thought was to install it on the attic, since it would be pos
sible to run the wire inconspicuously along the side of.the stair-, 
case., then under sore rugs to the vicinity of the. television set. But 
I couldn’t wait to see if it worked, attached the ends of the leadin 
to'the set’s antenna terminals after removing the cable connection . 
while t.he antenna reposed on the living room floor, and- I found: a 
watchable picture in color with good sound on the . Phillies’ channel. 
What’s -ore, later experimentation produced a preposterous result: 
that very spot in the center of the living room gave me better recep
tion tnan. anywhere else inside the house*, even oh the upper floors. 
So I simply added the antenna to the jumble In one of the spare bed
rooms six- days a week and connected it up each Sunday afternoon ex
cept when tie strike wiped out" ma jor league baseball._

If I live through the summer of 1982 and the Phillies don’t 
switch to another channel,"I’11 probably use the small black and 
white set for watching them and""reserve the indo'or antenna for use 
with the VCR whenever I feel I ~ust preserve so-ething on an uncalled 
channel. I hope nobody reading this account betrays m6 and informs 
the radio-television, department of. any large Hagerstown store how I 
went behind their backs, preferring the Phillies to honor. . _

Yet anotner acquisition during*"1981"was much less expensive than 
the - television set and VCR. . For some time, T*ve "found myself in
creasingly reluctant to take'my two good 35 mm cameras out of the 
house, except when I have some particular photographic purpose in 
mind. I used to carry one with me map-h of the' time, just in case 
somethin turned up. But the less I’m seen with an expensive camera, 
the. lass opportunity the Devil, will have to suggest; larcenous things 
to someone around here. So. I’ve been wanting a camera which T ^could 
use for casual snapshot purposes, which wouldn’t represent a mgrjor 
loss if it should be stolen. Around the middle of this year, wany 
advertisements in. the photography magazines offered a 110 Vivitar 
camera which had just been discontinued at bargain prices, ihe man
ufacturer apparently*'unloaded"!ts. inventory of the 742XL because oi 
the new fad- for automatic film advance"in these little cameras. I 
have enough, spare time to push the film advance after each shutter 
release, so I"bought one. It pleases me as a camera and it also 
staggers my imagiration as a symbolof how science has influenced ev
en modestly priced cameras in recent years. .

For instance,', about twenty years ago I acquired my first elec-" 
tronic flash unit, whTcil came free as a bonus to me. for purchasing my 
Contax. I seem to"remember that its retail price, was around <>50, not 
much different from the price I paid for this Vivitar. after two dec
ades of inflation. That oltt flash unit was about the size of a quar
to book and two or three times as thick, it gobbled up large batter
ies* at a prodigious" rate, and tire flash head itself was about three 
tires the size of my new .110 camera." It had no provision for C'hang- 
Tag its light output. Around the same time, I began to use a much 
more expensive electronic flash unit on the job with the Speed Graph
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ic.o Its power pack weighed about ten poun'ds and forced me to stagger 
along crabwise when.it was hanging around'my neck because of its 
sideway pull, the head...weighed almost as -uch as the Graphic, but at 
least it could be. adjusted to give either full power or .half power. 
My. Vivitar camera**has an electronic flash unit built into its*’*body 
but the entire camera can easily si. p i ->to a coat pocket. Ad~ittedly 
it doesn’t have as ~uch light production as the huge older equipment 
I once used, but it wl'll cover things to a distance of about forty 
...feet with ASA 400 film, not bad performance. Moreover, ti.e amount 
of light-which it puts out is governed by what you’re focused on, 
so you’ll- ger proper exposure whether you’re focusing on something 
at that maximum distance or *hn object only three or four feet’ away. 
I adjusted the diaphragm on my Contax and Graphic to get proper ex
posure with the old electronic flash units, except when I forget to. 
It’s a.good thing I- needn’t adjust the diaphragm on' the Vivitdr be
cause “it doesn’t have one. (This isn’t a cost-cutting economy; the 
extremely expensive Minox ca~eras that starred the* 1*10 idea also had 
no provision for stopping down the lens from -axbu” aperture. ) 
"... With the Graphic, I either guessed or carried along an exposure 

meter, when I took pictures without flash. My Contax has a built-in 
meter but it still requires thephotographer to adjust things after 
receiving this- device’s advice on the proper exposure. My tiny Vivi
tar has its. own method of setting the shutter speed automatically 
when flash isn’t used, depending n light‘conditions. All I ~ust do 
to make sure of proper exposure is to re-e-ber not to let a finger ** 
stray to where it will block tne tiny opening for the sensor when I’m 
taking a picture. You couldn’t buy a dependable exposure meter for 
less than about 125 in the pre-Tnflation days of a quarter-century 
ago, and those were tne selenium type which weren’t as sensitive in 
poor .light' conditions as the CdS cell which operates the Vivitar’s 
exposure -mechanism. . . -. .. -

The re are also things"in this small~*ca~era that were unknovm in 
even the. --ost expensive cameras not too many years ago: a diode ^’hich 
lights up, for instance, when tile- light is poor enough to wake it 
a'dy.isat-Te to use a tripod or some other support because the shutter 
will r.emai i open longer than the average- person can hold the camera 
without shaking it, and another which indicates the two tiny batter
ies which power everything in the camera are. in good condition. A 
third diode signals that the flash unit is charged and ready to fire 
but a*'similar ready light was part of the huge*'old electronic flash 
equipment..! used to use, so T don’t ma-rveq s0 -ach g-t the third one.

And this Vivitar is primitive ..compared with some of the other 
modestly priced cameras on the mar]£ep today. I read somewhere that 
more than.forty things happen inside one of the new Polaroid cameras 
between the t ime you press, the shutter , release and the opening of the 
shutter itself. I wonder what the pioneers of the first years of 
Hollywood’s talkies think when they look at what sort of a.sound mov
ie . camera two of - three hundred bucks will buy today,'carable of doing 
many mOre things than the equipment half the size of a house which.■ 
could create only inferior sound and black and'White .films little . ,, 
m.ore than a naif-century ago for professional movie purposed.

. At this, point, I’m conscious-of having-given a false-impression 
of coping too capably with this new equipment*’even while -I marvel at 
it. I should squelch this promptly ..by the memory of what happened 
when I hooked up the VCR to the new television set. . . Consternation, 
disbelief, jqear-panic over tne possibility.-I’.d somehow acquired non- ... 
compatible equipment. I had carefully, followed instructions that
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ca-e with the VCR and television set. I turned on everything and 
nothing resulted. No sound,' no Picture fro- the new tv with the VCR 
hooked up, not even a raster on mOst channels. The VCR didn’t -ake 
any impression on the tv screen when I tried to play tapes I’d? previ
ously recorded. .1 disconnected everything, ■ started again fro-™ the be- 
gianing in the belief I’d -ade so-e sort of fundamental mistake, pay
ing even closer attention to the instruction booklets. The result was 
as complete a’failure as before. So I flipped all the switches and 
controls I could find on both t;.e tv and VCR, singly and in various 
combinations, reversed the pdarity of the plugs, slanped both'pieces 
of equipment briskly, and stared at them long and thoughtfully. No
thing happened, and I couldn’t forget; how l’d done everything correct
ly with perfect results the first time I hooked up the VCR to the old 
television set.

- I slept on it, and the next day I couldn’t think of anything I’d 
dohe vrong or iny way I could change things for-the better. I called 
Sears but-the -man I know there was off that day. The person who an
swered the telephone claimed to know a little a~bout VCRs, . listeiied 
to my detailed account of what I’d done, and admitted to bafflement. 
All he could suggest was to try plugging the cable input directly into 
the"" socket on the VCR instead of fastening it to the VCR’s antenna 
terminals-via the adapter which c‘a™e with the VCR. That was not help
ful because, as I explained to him, the VCR’s instruction booklet not 
only instructs- you to use 'the adapter but also includes a sketch show
ing it hooked up in that "anner. ‘"‘But after I hung up, I decided to 
try it anyway, so I could*'*call him back and show him how wrong he was. 
I did and the VCR and, TV mated to perfection. • ”

Then there was my acquaintance with a different type of mOdern 
technology which occurred after Montgomery Ward stooped selling sten
cils.' I found Sears still offers them via catalog'order although ■ 
they aren’t stocked in the local Sears store (and does anyone know why 
Roebuck nas fallen out of favor? I find Sears getting all the big 
type and Roebuck appearing only Tn very small type or not being men
tioned at'all. There mUst be co^nany politics involved. ). I had- 
grown familiar with the procedure of ordering things through the cata
log at Montgomery Ward. I would show the clerk what I wanted in the 
catalog, she would write"out the order blank, a few days later she 
would telephone m6 at home to announce the merchandise’s MrrivaT, and 
I would stop by the store to pay for it and take it vrith me at my . 
first convenience.' . ■ •

But tiiis was my first experience with a catalog order at Sears. 
Things went normally until I’d finished explaining to the clUrk the 
item i wanted."' At this point, she asked for my telephone number in
stead of my name. I felt flattered but I always suspect anyone who 
behaves that way. 'Nevertheless, I gave it to her. "She punched a few 
buttons and said, "Thank you, Mr. Hoover." "But I’m not bh. Hoover," 
I told her. "You'are Charles Hoover and you live on West Vhurch 
Street," she told we. I began to feel as if I were in the midgf Of 
one of thb*se Monty Python skits. She repeated my telephone number 
and told me again I am-“Mr. Hoover. Usually I don’t argue with people 
but so~ehow. I had a dim sense that something important was at stake 
here. I finally persuaded her to punch the buttons again. She never 
admitted that I was namgd Warner but sh*e didn’t call me Mr. Hoover 
again, instead telling me T’d be infor-ed when the stencils arrived.

The telephone call came' several days later. It wasn’t from a 
clerk. Instead it was a recording. And when I went to the store to 
get the steffcils, I discovered that I couldn’t just stand in lintr and 
wait until my turn came to e-et the. order. It was necessary for me to 
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pick up a number fn> a large stack of numbers, then stand around 
waiting until' my number was called. ' I waited long enough to observe 
that if a number was called and nobody rushed forward within about 
ten seconds, the next number was called, and I can’t i~agine how the 
■persons "Whose attention or .feet had wandered eventually got their 
orders. *’* *

'Maybe such automation of merchandising is co—on practice in 
other cities. But it see-s to be new to Hagerstown. I’ve since en
countered several other persons commenting on it, so Sears apparent
ly ha sn'T't been using if long. It impresses me as a case of overkill 
of automation. There must be endless amounts 51 labor involved in 

"keeping up-to-date information on telephone numbers and th'eir holders 
in the computer. The least slip of tile tongue by a customer or an 
error by the''clerk in pressing the numbers rm her keyboard will re- 
sulf in a complete messiip,""unless the customer listens as attentive
ly as I did. If the customer is just going out th-e door to snend the 
weekend out of town when tile recorded message arrives to pick up the 
merchandise, -the customer must go to the nuisance of hanging up, then 
telephoning the store and explaining why he won’t be able to get it 
for a few lays. Mistaken hanpen when orders are taken and filled in 
the Human manner but normally* it will be possible to figure out where 

"the mistake is lurking by checking with a telephone directory or 
calling the customer; his'complete.identity w^n’t be irretrievably 

"lost by getting one digit of the telephone number wrong.. 
Fortunately, science and technology have not -nde further in

roads on my job. There are rumors that the newspapers here will soon 
be getti ig AP~news by a satellite dish antenna but if it. happens, it 
won^t affect me."" The only major change, in my working conditions dur
ing 1981 was primitive in nature. I was ‘-oved to a desk under the. 
fig tree. I haven’t the faintest idea why there should be a fig , 
tree in the news area of a daily taper or why I should be assigned 
to sit under it unless they think""that I can be trusted at . such an 
advanced age to be in close proximity to' this female fig tree. I 
don’t ~ind the tree but I don’t feel comfortable for another reason. 
I’m now readily available to visual inspection by occupants of the 
buildings on the other side of the street, because there ’ s. nothing 
but glass on the wall along which I’m now; sitting. . The buildings are 
a residential hotel which caters to all the riffraff and poor whTte 
trash of town and a saloon whose upper floors are occupied by almost 
equally dubious people. If anyone ever becomes quite angry with 
the localnewspapers, it would be child’s play to pick'"off a dozen or 
so journalists witha high powered rifle', betause so many desks are 
up against this glass wall. Fortunately, I’m not there, after dark 
when it’s easiest to see potential targets.

But it’s strange how things work out: if I ’dlj^hgiven this . 
desk in this building the day I started .to work for the newspapers- 
in 1943, I probably would have been unable to continue working . 
there. T used to suffer severely from acrophobia. My new; desk is 
perhaps ten feet above the street on the dangerous side and about 
forty feet over"the parking area outside the mailing rb'om on the 
other side. I’m sure I could never have sat there in my.youth. Be
sides, the only entrances to the main level of the building require 
you to vtrlk on little bridges which run about fifteen feet above a 
sort of moat on two sides of the structure, and"I would have gotten 
the blind staggers and probably dehydration from perspiration if I’d 
been required to v alk over them long ago. By nW, -the acrophobia 
has’eased enough that such things don’t bother me. .But there are 
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still- uncomfortable «(rHnts in other situations. For about a year, 
I djad- as laundress a wo^an who lived on the second floor of a house, • 
with access via an exterior staTrway*.* I no -longer have trouble going 
up-such a stairway whun I have my ar^s free but I perspired mightily 
doing it with both arms occupied with a large basket of clothing. I 
also^feel discomfort if I mUst sit at the front row of a.theater’s 
balcony or a baseball park’s second deck. And there are ceiling 
lights in two rooms of this aouS'e which i.ave been burned, out for years 
because I feel too shaky to climb to the height required to reach 
them, tnen reach up. Fortunately, the fixtures in.the -other rooms 
are-reachable "from standing on a chair or stool which is low enough 
to be within my height tolerance. *'* ,

■ Meanwhile, I’m only a"year away from the date I’ve long cherished 
f-or retirement and I find myseif exhibiting nb. signs of cold feet over 
the approach of that occasion. I’d feared I might start to cnicken 
out- and-want to endure another year or two when. I g*<5t"this. close, but 
so far it**hasn’t Happened. Actually, the decisive moment is hnly per
haps six months in the future, since I’ll need to issue a communique 
about my intentions to the authorities well in advance of the* end of 
1982. The'Way I feel now, the only thing that could change my plans 
(aside from the little -atter of getting fi*red first) would be discov
ery of the need to undergo very expensive -edical treatment"in the 
near future. I understand there’s a* way to transfer the co~pany’s 
medical .insurance plan to"retired employes but I wouldn’t want to 
risk getting"caught in some sort of transition escape clause for the 
insuring firm. ■ ,** ** • n

. * Not long ago,* something unexpected came to mind while I was con
templating retirement. The decision to retire will.probably eith
er the last or the next to last major, decisive decision I’ll ”‘ake in 
this 3ife*.' The only other future decision co-parable to retirement 
for its importance that I can-think of would be a**becision involving 
leaving thiS"house and going into a retirement community or rbst ho™e 
or funny farm as appropriate at the time. And that decision might be 
rendered unnecessary by-my dropping dead while still residing here or 
suffering such a complete breakdown that there’s no alternative but 
to get out." I think it ’ s very unlikely that I’ll ever make a decis
ion to get married or go into business or buy another house or run 
for oublic-office or do anything else of like importance. I’m the

- sort o*f person who generally listens to the doctor and does what he 
recoup.nd s without* seeking second opinions or rebelling, so I proba
bly won’t make a major decision whether or not to have this or that 
done to me in a hospital, but instead Will follow instructions. My 
old~-drear. of finishing up my life in so-e other part of the world 
seemg shattered by, a . variety of circumstances which have bobbed, up . 
since I first envisioned it, so there’s another potential decision, 
which needn’t be faced., . . ** , ,

There was one other-big thing for^e in 1981, butun a sense it 
was■ at the**other *end' of the gamut fro-- the scientific wonders that 
im-oressed m© so much in the VCR, television set,, and camera. It* was 
tile return of nr of essTcnal baseball to Hagerstown. After the amuse
ment park I loved so much as a boy was resurrected as a bounty park 
after" One-third of a century of oblivion, and after the most ornate 
Hagerstown theater was restored to its former gawdiness after it had 
apparently been destroyed byfire., I could hardly have dared to hope 
for yet another return oT something I loved and lost long ago. . Hag
erstown was the home of minor league- clubs for two extended periods, 
in the class D Blue Ridge League before the Depression, then in the 
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class B Inter-State and Piedmont L. agues during'”the 1940s and early 
’50s,. When television and**other factors like s^all town fan resist
ance to black players decimated the ^inor leagues, Hagerstown lokt 
its franchise. There had been a couple of tentative effort’s to wove 
a franchise to this city over the years but they didn’t co-e close to 
turning into reality. ”, .

I Td maintained all along that the city would support ^inor league 
baseball. But there were a lot of doubters in high places because of• 
the lousy' support given other sp’OTts which are popular elsewhere. . The 
city nad a semi-pro football team for several years but; it disbanded 
because of meager attendance. High school football games often at
tract crowds numbering in the hundreds around here instead of i*n the 
thousands atfd coaches even have trouble getting the Kids to co~e .out 
for the team; one county high school struggled through the 1981 seas
on with only 17 players on*"*its roster. The coach of the local jun- 
lor college.basketball team wrote an excited letter of glowing thanks 
to'the community last spring because his season attendance fb*r 14 
home dates was around 6,000, Which gives you an idea of'how much sup
port basketball gets in a normal season. You can’t blame high prices 
for the lack of high school teams to draw; a* season ticket for the 
entire football and basketball schedules combined at a local school ' 
costs, students only iplO and adults i,?20. .

So when unknown people announced' an interest in giving Hagers
town a franchise in the class A Carolina League early in 1981, there 
was a lot of skepticism.-- (Organized baseball has changed its classi
fication system for the ~inor leagues since the 1950s; the old class . 
D~ is now known as class A, and what used to be class B is called now
adays class AA. ). My colleagues at the newspaper were particularly 
wetblanketish about the idea. A for-er sports editor who now writes 
headlines .and does page layout' wrote his first article in h* long 
time to tell readers "There’s no way a Carolina League team could ... . 
operate, out of Hagerstown without suffering a tremendous financial 
loss. One road trip would eat: up all the profits....— Who’s going to 
pay to see a minor league team when.you can sit at Lome and watch the 
Orioles dr other majOr league clubs in action?... NW let’s forget 
all this, foolishness about a Carolina. League club coming to town.” 
An editorial page editorial urged: "Let’k forgHt about pro ball but 
make the stadihm- safe and secure for the'^any amateur . teams..” A cur
rent sport’s editor headlined a long. column ’’Pine s would play to an em
pty stadium” and asked: "Who’s going to support a wtn0T league base
ball team h tills city?... If the Pines were to co-e here,...they 
would^t off to a horrendous start and nobody (fans) would show up 
after "the first 15 games or so.” Another sports page article found . 
five former minor league players in Hagerstown who, the article skid, 
’’fear that attendance, or lack of it, could present a real problem,” 
kithough if you-’read the quotes themselves you found their opinions 
much less pessimistic than that. A bit later, when negotiations to 
lets? the local stadium from the city began, articles appeared with 
headlines like ’’Council strikes out baseball” and "Strike Wee?” , 
when problems were discussed. ' ■ .

And after all that, the Harerstown Suns as they, finally were 
nicknamed opened on schedule, on April 10. There were 2,463. paid ad
missions' for'the opener, even though it ■was a FrTday afternoon, game 
wiiich required a lot of lying or si,ck leaye decimation by the. working 
people around here who wanted to be there'for the historic occasion. 
Tile Suns won, too. Advance stories had pointed out that the opening 
day opponents, the Peninsula Pilots, had been last, year’s league .
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cha-pion, were-a far- club of the wo rid-c ha-pi on Philadelphia Phillies 
and nad just co-pleted a full -onth of spring training. The Suns’vere 
a co-op tea- drawing players fro- several -ajor league far** syste-s’ 
leftovers while the Suns* flayers had -et for the first ti-e only four 
days before the. opening ga-e. "It could be one long weekend for the 
Suns," one sports writer predicted. He couldn’t have been wronger be
cause after the Suns won the opener tB-e Saturday and Sunday ga-es were 
rained out. "■ . *'*

' What happened after that see-ed drawn fro- one of those boys’ 
books about -inor league baseball that were published in such quanti
ties a few decades back. When the Suns went on their first road trip 
their bus overturned Down South, several players were afflicted with 
-ajor injuries and al-ost all of- the- were bruised and shaken*”up. 
The club’s o'wner suffered a cerebral he-orrhage which left hi- hos
pitalized. Health authorities got strict and prevented the sale of 
-oat refreshments at the local nark'for a while until the antiquated 
city facilities could be i-proved.’’ The new light s for the . stadiu- 
were late arriving, forcing day ga-es at the- start of the season. 
Hagerstown suffered its rainiest snri'ng in -any years and there was 
hardly a ho-e ga-e the first four or five weeks of the season which 
wasn’t either rained out or delayed by rain or interrupted by show
ers. The'.Suns got nationwide publicity in at least one periodical 
when local high school authorities insisted on playing a -previously 
scheduled .'high school ga-e at the stadiu- at night, forcing the pro 
tea-s to start in the afternoon and stop before the end of the ninth 
inning. '
- How did it all co-e out? I felt like bawling when I saw the fin
al statistics. Hagerstown in 60 ho-e ga—es drew attendance of 1^5,335, 
the highest average attendance in the entire- league ■ even though -’ost 
of the other Carolina League -club’s play in cities two ofthree ti-es 
the size of Hagerstown. The tea- won the first half cha-pionship in 
the split season and beca-e league champion, in the playoff with the 
winner of the secon’d naif. Dan Overstreet, who was general -anager 
of the Suns, was na-ed executive of the year in all class A leagues 
by the Sporting News.. And the Balti-ore Orioles deci’d’ed to ston sup
porting a far- club in that declining s-all town, Miami, so it can 
utilize the Hagerstown Suns in a growing big city as its- far- club 
in 1982. Moreover, the'Suns provided Hag erst own with ~o re national 
publicity than this general ‘area has received since the Battle of An
tieta-. The Los Angeles Ti-es gave the success story a front page 
article instead of pu' ting it on the sports page. UPI sent a repre
sentative to Hagerstown (only the AP has a bureau here) and he wrote 
a long, glowing article about the Suns and the "picture perfect" sta
diu- where they play. (He -ust have failed to look closely about hi- 
because the perfection of that picture is -arred by the fact that the 
grandstand part' of the sta'diu- burned down years ago and has never 
been-rebuilt.) The Balti-ore'and Washington newspapers had their at
tention' attracted to the Suns when the big leagues Went on strike and 
big caravans of Orioles fans started to -ake pilgri-ages to this city, 
including Wild Bill Hagey, the celebrated taxi driver-cheerleader of 
the Orioles'.

To co-plete -y’happiness, -ost of this success Was achieved with
out the kind of gi—icks that are overdone in so-e -inor league cit
ies. There wasn’t a great deal of pudding thbnatitendance by giving 
away tickets witl purchases at super-arkets”and “Only one ga-e, as ’far 
as I know., was involved in ohe of those promotion's where a big fir
buys out the ball park for the night and ad—its e-ployes and their 
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fa-ilies free. The only continuing gi—ick ca-e al-ost"by accident . 
without the ball club’s instigation. A nearby country -usic station 
hires a high school boy who -akes appearances ii parades and similar 
events in a costu-e as Scuffy Duck (one of its dis c*'*joc keys is na-ed 
Stacey Drake) and Scuffy began going to the ball ga-es, where he 
showed positive genius for doing the -ascot thing like**the Phillies 
Phanatic and the San Diogo Chicken. The fans loved hi-, and he -ust 
have aided attendance i—ensely, although the**jinx that followed the 
bail club around in its first 1 eeks struck hi-, too, hospitalizing 
hi- for several weeks.

It’s hard to be sure if the 1982 season will be as successful. ; 
One difficulty will be the lack of continuity with*‘players. Older 
residents of this area*~got used to having a few -e-bers of the class 
B squads held over fro- one year to the next. That doesn’t happen 
often in the lower classification of" the Carolina League and the. 
chances of old favorite players fro- 19«t returning are**ftlrther re
duced by the conversion fro— a co-op tt^f^to far- syste- —e—betship 
with the Orioles. But the uncertainties which plagued tie tea- at 
the season’s start last year won’t be a hindrance this year, there 
is plenty of ti-e this winter for club executives to work on the 
sale of season tickets which couldn’t be done before the first sea
son, and the tieup with the Orioles could be helpftri. There’s even 
talk about .rebuilding the grand st and*’at t.- e stadiu-. And there 
hasn’t been a**newspaper article for -cnths about how i—possible it 
is to have a —iiior league baseball club in.Hagerstown.

Paradoxically, one reason I love baseball is its lack *<5f scien
tific advance and technological change's. Its rules change -ore slow- 

_ ly than those for any — aj'or sport. Ga-es are never delayed because 
tae 'electronics of the ti-ing clock have broken down or the faulty 
ice-—aking -achine has caused the surface to beco-e too 'slushy for 
the skaters. I'would personally prefer to see an experi-ent with 
all-daylight ga-es instead of night ball. In. Hagerstown’s position 
on ■ the globe, it stays light enough for ball ga-es untii'8 o’clock 
or later during rhe season, thanks to daylight saving ti-e, and I 
think a 4;30 p. -. starting ti-e would draw as -any people as the. 
night ga-es do, once the fans had got used to the idea of going di
rect fro— work to the ball park.' But the use of artificial lighting 
is the 'only —ajor way in which baseball has yielded ttr science in the 
past half-century. Ev*e'n the- equipment. i*s partly hand-ade, because 
nobody has invented a —achine that will —anufacture baseballs without 
hu-an assistance or create gloves on an auto-ated asse-bly line. I 
find it pleasant to foll’ow a sport whose records and**trends can be 
co-pared with those oT -any decades ago without too -any allowances 
for changes in the ga—e itself. _ _ ■ •

And T don’t knew quite Low I could have survived the baseball 
season’s —ajor league strike without the. Suns as a surrogate. vJhen 
the big leaguers went on strike, I didn’t do any of the things which 
newspapers described baseball fans as doing, like vowing never to. 
be interested in baseball again or pro—ising to switch patronage to 
football. I just suffered and hoped it would end soon and would nev
er happen again. Despito all the publicity about the effect oi the 
strike on fans, I think —ost baseball lovers reacted as I did. The 
decline in -ajor league attendance was -ini-al after allowance is 
—ade for canceled ga—es, and —ost or all of it could:be written off 
a*s theeffect of cancellation of group excursions to ball parks which 
—ust be scheduled far in advance and can’t be rescheduled in such a 
shortened season. ■ . . r- - ■ : ■ . ■ . -
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